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Installations in New England
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Trinity Green Development, developer of the luxury apartment building The Aeronaut, partners with
AmpedUp! Networks to provide the largest electronic vehicle charging solution for MUDs in Massachusetts
funded by National Grid.
Conveniently located next to the South Weymouth, Massachusetts commuter line station, The Aeronaut
project attracts future-focused clientele to this 153-unit cutting edge complex, specifically by providing 26,
40-amp EV charging ports, expandable to 106 ports, in their indoor parking garage using a 4000-amp
dedicated service.

Chris King, The Aeronaut development executive explains, “we realized that many of our residents will be
Gen Yers who are looking for high-end amenities and services. A wide offering of EV charging stations in
our indoor parking garage was just one of the many decisions we made to look beyond the typical scope
to reach this target. Partnering with New England-based, AmpedUp!
Networks allowed us to smartly bring that amenity to our tenants. They
helped us take advantage of hardware and infrastructure incentives absorbing nearly 100% of the cost.” The Aeronaut took part in the National
Grid incentive plan, which covered most of the cost of the project and
added tremendous value to the property.
AmpedUp! Networks provides EV charger management and EV Driver
control software, leveraging the latest cloud-based technology including
Apple and Android apps to seamlessly run on any mobile device or
desktop browser. AmpedUp! management software is tailored to MUDs
and workplace properties so they can enjoy flexible pricing structures,
power management capabilities, and a variety of other features such as
charger assignment, wait queues, idle fees, memberships and coupons,
to best service their EV driver clients.
“It's been highly collaborative working with Chris and the team at The
Aeronaut,” says Mike Fein, AmpedUp! Networks partner. “We recognize
that it was difficult to take this forward thinking approach and to pick a
software and infrastructure provider to team-up with. We are honored
they chose us.”
“AmpedUp! made this process so easy,” added King. “They worked with our electricians to ensure the
proper infrastructure and future proofing needs were met.”

“They consulted on and assisted with the incentive application process, and they sourced the best
hardware to meet our needs. They really took the pressure off. We now have a competitive edge by
enabling our residents with a choice of next generation vehicle options. We are looking forward to
partnering with AmpedUp! Networks for our other upcoming projects.”

